
I suppose everyone who writes assembly language programs which eventually work becomes convinced he or she is the World’s Greatest Programmer. At least I do. Luckily, there are books like Scelbi’s “6800” Software Gourmet Guide & Cook Book to remind us how big the world really is. Author Robert Findley and associates at Scelbi have collected here a number of programming tricks which will interest almost any 6800 user.

Following a description of the 6800 instruction set and some general techniques, the author discusses conversion, floating point and decimal arithmetic, input and output operations, search and sort routines. Want an edit program? Many of the pieces are there: memory clearing, transfer of a section of memory, ideas for search routines. Need to process interrupts? The I/O chapter has a discussion of interrupt processing which will be useful to anyone using the Motorola MIKBUG operating system read only memory. A chapter on conversion routines contains software for ASCII to
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### MULLEN COMPUTER BOARDS

**SCIENCE OF ELECTRONICS**

**MULLEN COMPUTER BOARDS**

**BOARDS**

**Prime Peripherals**

- **EXTENDER BOARD**
  - **W/ LOGIC PROBE $35**

**PLUGS**

- **EXTENDER BOARD**
  - **W/ LOGIC PROBE $35**

**Cable & Accessories**

- **Cable & Accessories**
  - **$35**

**Comptek Boards DO Something**

- **CL2400**
  - **Real Time Clock**
    - **$98—Kit**
    - **$135—Assembled**

- **PC3200**
  - **Power Control System**
    - **PC3232 $299—Kit**
    - **$360—Assm.**
    - **PC3216 $189—Kit**
    - **$240—Assm.**
    - **PC3202 $39.50—Kit**
    - **$52—Assm.**

**Boards Are Kit Form Only. Call Res Add Tax.**

**Mail-Or Ask At Your Computer Store**

**Circle 55 on inquiry card.**
That’s right, if everybody who read this ad for our BASIC SOFTWARE VOLUME 1 album would order one, we’d be sold out! Includes lots ‘n’ lots of your favorite Basic programs such as LUNAR LANDER and BLASTOFF!, plus new ones like MAILING LIST, FOURIER FIT and AMPLE ANNIE. Plays through your Tarbell, Kansas City or Altair cassette interface (we coded all three ways). Or make cassette copies. Only 6 bucks. Don’t be a dummy, order today! Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

$6 to: SOFTWARE RECORDS
PO BOX 8401-B
UNIVERSAL CITY, CA 91508
(CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD 4% SALES TAX)

Baudot, as well as the more usual BCD to and from binary.

For me, the best was chapter 5, “Floating Point Routines.” Although (as the author notes) there are places where the code could be shortened, it is not that bad: a complete add, subtract, multiply and divide package (with conversions to ASCII, and from ASCII to floating point) in about 1.5 K bytes of relocatable code. The entire package is assembled (the only assembly in the book) with a hexadecimal listing in an appendix.

One reason the code is so short is the extensive use made of the index register. The stack, on the other hand, is not used at all (except for the automatic usage implied by each subroutine linkage). Since 6800 indexed addressing is relatively slow, do not expect the floating point package to be fast. Yet, it’s not bad: Floating point multiplication, for example, takes a little more than 800 cycles, not quite 2 ms on a SWTPC 6800 system.

One curious feature of the 4 byte floating point word format used here is that the words are stored upside down, that is, if the least significant byte of the mantissa is stored at word N, then the rest is stored at N+1 and N+2 (with the sign being the most significant bit of byte N+2). The two’s complement power of two exponent is stored at N+3. This is the wrong order for the 6800 for the following reason: One (tricky) way to increment a 2 byte word is to transfer it to the index register and increment that. The author knows this trick (as shown on pages 3 to 5), but apparently does not know that the index register load instruction LDX transfers the 16 bit contents at memory location M so that the most significant half of the index register contains the contents of M, and the least significant half contains what’s in M+1. Thus, the least significant byte needs to have a greater address. The division program on page 5 to 19, for instance, might be shortened and speeded up by using this trick; to do so, however, would require storing the mantissa bytes in the opposite order, and rewriting the program.

The book will be of most use to programmers who employ an assembler program, since most of the ideas are presented in symbolic source language form. (The major exception is the floating point package.). The book is well written and, considering the diversity of topics, well organized. As a source of ideas, it is inexpensive at $10.
Note...Scelbi also publishes an “8080” Software Gourmet Guide & Cook Book

ibm selectric typewriter input output conversion kit

Easy to install on any IBM Selectric I and II, providing quality hard copy output for all microprocessor devices.

PRICE . . . . $395

EDITYPER SYSTEMS CORPORATION
A SUBSIDIARY OF TYCOM CORPORATION
26 Just Road, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 (201)227-4141

M6800 ADVANCED SYSTEMS SOFTWARE RT/68©

RT/68© is mask-programmed on a 6830 ROM that replaces the Mikbug® ROM in your SWTPC 6800, Motorola Evaluation Module, etc. It is a powerful real time, multiprogramming operating system with many versatile system functions. RT/68© can support up to 16 concurrent programs at 8 priority levels.

MICROWARE has improved the Mikbug® functions, added four more (Dump, Exec, Sys, Bkpt) and made tape load and punch program-usable. RT/68© is designed so programs that use Mikbug® I/O don’t require changes.

- POWERFUL REAL TIME EXECUTIVE
- 100% SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE COMPATIBLE
- IMPROVED CONSOLE MONITOR
- EXPANDED PROGRAM DEBUGGING FEATURES
- SUPPORTS AUDIO CASSETTE I/O
- COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL INCLUDES SOURCE LISTING
- IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

ORDER RT68MR .................. $55.00 ppd.

THE MICROWARE CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 954 - Des Moines, Iowa 50304
Write or use reader service card for free brochure.
Phone Orders (515) 279-9856
BankAmericard and Mastercharge give all info on card.
Mikbug® is a trademark of Motorola, Inc.
Circline 61 on inquiry card.

**Computer Enterprises**

Your Mail Order Computer Shop...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMSAI 8080 kit with 22 slots (limited quantity)</td>
<td>$645.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDL Z-80 ZPU (the one with full software available now)</td>
<td>$242.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edge Connectors and guides for IMSAI 10 each</td>
<td>$4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector Graphic 8k RAM kit with 500 ns chips</td>
<td>$225.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seals 8k RAM kit with 250 ns chips</td>
<td>$260.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Star complete Micro-Disk System kit</td>
<td>$599.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WE TAKE**

- MASTER CHARGE OR BANKAMERICAN CARD (For phone and mail orders. Add 4% of TOTAL ORDER for service charge)
- WE TAKE MASTERCARD OR BANKAMERICAN CARD

**TERMS:**
- Shipping charges — $10. per CPU or large units, $1.50 per kit, $2. minimum per order.
- Provided stock is available, we will ship immediately for payment by cashiers check or money order.
- Allow 3 weeks for personal checks to clear. New York State residents add appropriate sales tax.
- PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

For the best prices available on:
- IMSAI • TDL • NORTH STAR • POLYMORPHIC TARBELL • SEALS ELECTRONICS

**CALL:** (315) 637-6208
**WRITE:** P.O. Box 71 • Fayetteville, N.Y. 13066
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I would have to say that the book would be *Fundamentals and Applications of Digital Logic Circuits* by Sol Libes. Anyone who is just starting to learn about digital electronics or computers should make it a point to study this book. Mr Libes has taken a multitude of related subjects and blended them into a text that is easy to understand and just as easy to follow. In addition to the text, the book provides review questions at the end of each chapter and problems related to the text for the reader to solve.

Rather than jumping right into digital logic, the author starts out with the principles of semiconductors to show, in detail, how they function. Then, after this short course on semiconductors in the first chapter, the second chapter familiarizes the reader with binary numbers and coding systems. This particular chapter also shows how to convert numbers from one system to another and touches on the Gray code. These first two chapters establish the foundation for a great deal of the information the reader will receive from the remainder of the book.

During the next four chapters the reader learns the basic fundamentals of logic gates, flip flops, counters and registers, and arithmetic logic circuits. Throughout the book each fundamental is illustrated and discussed in great detail. Through these same well done illustrations the reader next learns about various pulse sources and clock systems used in computers. Further, the author goes on to explain such devices as read only memories, as well as input and output equipment for computers.

Continuing with this stage-by-stage progression, the author then enlightens readers about the circuitry and theory of digital to
analog conversion. This tenth chapter also deals with multiplexing and digitally controlled analog devices. Finally, in the last two chapters of his book, Mr. Libes shows the reader more of the applications aspect of digital logic circuits. These two chapters explain the different types of circuitry used in digital voltmeters, multimeters, calculators, and computers (the latter being a Digital Equipment PDP-8/E).

Throughout the book the reader is taken in step-by-step fashion from the basics of transistor workings to circuit applications in working digital machines. As a result, this book is one from which the beginner will be able to learn the fundamentals and build on them afterwards.

Michael P. Reardon
17 Earl Ln
Rothsville PA 17573

ACM Pacific 77 Conference

Small computers, from programmable handhelds through mini and micro networks, are the subject of technical papers sought for this year's ACM PACIFIC 77 conference of the Association for Computing’s Pacific Region chapters. The San Francisco Bay Area meeting will be held at San Jose's LeBaron Hotel July 28 to 29 1977.

"Exploring the Small Computer" is the theme of the conference which is expected to range in coverage from personal computing through small business applications and from computer parts and peripherals through bulletin proof software. Papers will be presented on new developments in software and hardware in these areas and on minilanguage processors, miniperformance predictions, microoperating systems, multimicroprocessor systems, packaging of software for sale, portable microsoftware and software engineering "in the small." Papers on trends in software and current application, on the future of minis, and on related small computer topics are also to be presented.

Peter Szego, Ampex Corporation, is General Chairman of this year’s regional conference, which is jointly co-sponsored by the Association’s Pacific Region, Peninsula and Golden Gate Chapters. Informal symposia, workshops and invited papers are expected to be scheduled for the meeting in addition to the technical paper sessions. Special conference feature will be an evening "hobby computer" session, to be arranged by Jim Warren, editor of the home computer users magazine, *Dr Dobb's Journal of Computer Calisthenics & Orthodontia*.
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21 START-AT-HOME COMPUTER BUSINESSES

in the shoestring, start-at-home computer business handbook

CONSULTING • PROGRAMMING • SOFTWARE PACKAGES • COMPUTER CONSULTING • FREELANCE WRITING • SEMINARS • TAPE/DISC CLEANING • FIELD SERVICE • SYSTEMS SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE DESIGN • SYSTEMS DESIGN • SOFTWARE PACKAGES • CONSULTING • SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION • SALES AGENCIES • HEADHUNTING • TEMPORARY SERVICES • COMPUTER REPAIR • COMPUTER REPAIR & SERVICE • COMPUTER REPAIR & SERVICE FOR THE HOME

Plus—hundreds of ideas on moonlighting, going full-time. Image building, revenue building, bidding, contracts, marketing, professionalism, and much more. No career planning tool like it ever published. Order now and if you’re not completely satisfied, send it back within 30 days for a full and immediate refund.

8½ x 11 ringbound • 113 pp. • $12.00

DATASEARCH INCORPORATED

370 Waukegan Road • Suite 100
Deerfield, Illinois 60015

Rush copies of "The Shoestring Star At-Home Computer Business Handbook to me right away—NAME/COMPANY

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP
CHECK ENCLOSED
BANKAMERICAN*MASTERCARD
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PRAMMER

by XYBEK

An extraordinary 2k memory board

for your Altair-bussed computer

* On-board 1702A PROM programmer
* 256 bytes of RAM plus space for 1792 bytes of read-only memory (seven 1702A EPROMS)
* Supplied with one 1702A, pre-programmed with stand-alone programming software — no sense switches are used
* Supplied with programming power supply
* PRAMMER’s own on-board clock makes it compatible with almost any Altair-bussed system.
* All read and write sequences are generated via an on-board micro-programmed state machine, thus eliminating all one shots.
* Complete 1702A programming in 18 seconds
* Includes complete listings for PRAMSYS, an eleven-function development system.

COMPLETE KIT: $209
Assembled and tested: $289

Immediate (off-the-shelf) delivery

California residents please add sales tax.

COD, Master Charge, BankAmericard and Visa accepted.

XYBEK • P.O. Box 4925 • Stanford, CA 94305
Telephone: (408) 296-8188
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Small computers, from programmable handhelds through mini and micro networks, are the subject of technical papers sought for this year's ACM PACIFIC 77 conference of the Association for Computing’s Pacific Region chapters. The San Francisco Bay Area meeting will be held at San Jose’s LeBaron Hotel July 28 to 29 1977.
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